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Striving for
Balance
Phil Lawson and Leslie William,
RN, MN

If you do a search for the
word balance on a popular
bookseller's Web site, you

or t
Past?

will find more than 3200
titles incorporating it, everything from balancing power
to balancing your diet.
Clearly we have great deal
of interest in achieving it.
But I will venture a guess
that most of us who strive
for balance in our personal
lives or organizations are
unable to achieve it, let
alone sustain it, because we
have outgrown the word
entirely.
The Latin definition of bal-

ance means a pair of
/I

scales./I When we strive to
equal out this or that, we
limit our options for surviving and thriving in a chaotic
world. Our lives are colored
with uncertainty and complexity.
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Despite attempts at control, we
are affected by outside circumstances almost daily. Did 9/11 have
any impact on your life? How
about the bursting of the Internet
bubble and economic downturn?
Have you or your mate lost your
job in recent months or experienced something as unexpected
as falling in the bathtub? In
November, someone in China got
atypical pneumonia, and by March
the World Health Organization
issued a global alert about SARS.
What about forces of nature
like blizzards, hurricanes, and
tornadoes?
The world in which we live is
interconnected, interdependent,
chaoric, complex, and self-organizing. It's time to shelve the word
balance-a one-size fits all concept-and explore new ways to
achieve productivity and a sense of
purpose.
IF NOT BALANCE, WHAT?
Instead of chasing the elusive
two-sided state of balance, let's
consider the characteristics of flexibility, adaptability, and "responseability."For these traits we will use

the acronym FAR.Are these really
essential qualities for success in the
21st century? We believe so, and
you are more accustomed to them
than you realize.
. If you need a visual representation, let's imagine a mobile toy that
hangs above a child's bed. If you
move one dangling figure, all of
them start to bob around. It is
almost impossible to get them to
stop, but the beauty is in their
movement. Now let's apply that
principal to everyday life.
For example, if your child gets
the flu, isn't flexibility an essential
quality? You may change your work
schedule and work from home. Or
you may get someone at the office
to cover for you. Your mate may
help share the load. All of it
requires flexibility on the part of
yourself, family members, and
coworkers to respond appropriately.If you lose your job, you can add
adaptability to the list when you
are forced to live on less income
and adapt to a different lifestyle or
move to a new location where
employment opportunities are
available. Finally,as health care professionals, you know intimately the
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need for responsibility and timely and
Whenwe stop trying
soned competitors stumbled and
became obsolete.
appropriate responsiveness in a numto fix things, reach a
ber of patient scenarios.
Granted, the experience was turbuperfect balance, and to
Before manifesting all three characlent. Employees frequently stood outteristics of FAR,a health care practitionside my office door waiting to hear
fight chaos rather
er must assess a patient's needs, expecwhen, exactly, things would settle back
embrace it, the world
down to normal. But normal had been
tations, attitudes, and responsibilities.
We will use the acronym NEARto
becomes our playground altered permanently.
describe those results. As a simple way
Fast forward a few more years to
for new opportunities.
to remember both, we'll say you must
when I was working internationally as a
see NEARto go FAR.
management consultant, and I will tell
See how the word balance has slipped from the vocabyou that I experienced similar unrest in my clients. It was
ulary? Flexibility,adaptability, and responsibility emerge
the early 1990s, during a recession when lifetime employwhen we no longer force our circumstances to equal this
ment became a thing of the past. Clients wanted me to
or that but rather live our lives more spherically. We call
isolate the one thing that would fix their company and
that being spherical. This perspective may appear too
help them achieve stability and predictability in an unprefreeform for those who need a well-defined lO-step prodictable world. They believed that, if they had the right
gram to wrap their minds around, but try and let the concomputer system, the right sales team, or the right procepts sink in for a moment. You don't have to force them;
duction process, all would be well again.
All has not been well since.
they are pretty natural, really.And it's not that hard to
So what's the problem? If we take a moment to reforimprove the qualities of FARfrom this point forward. It
just takes a little practice.
mat our mindset when it comes to stability versus change,
we realize that the complex world in which we live need
BEEN THERE, DONE THAT-PHIL
not be frightening. In other words, let's not use the word
For years, I (Phil) pursued the illusive dream of balproblem at all. When we loosen up our plans and develop
ance. Mywife and I spent more than 10 years in ministry
our FAR,creative and innovative choices can emerge. It's
work in a portion of the southern United States known as
all about our expectations. When we stop trying to fix
the Deep South. Our activities included racial integration
things, to reach a perfect balance, and to fight chaos
and counseling. During our time there I strove feverishly
rather embrace it, the world becomes our playground for
new opportunities.
to balance my spiritual activities with the rest of my life.
But I quickly realized that, in using the concept of scales,
Of course it takes a lot of effort to erase old concepts,
I could never attain it because spiritual matters always
especially when they took root centuries ago in the
outweighed my personal needs.
Renaissance. Forward thinkers of that period who were
breaking free from the concept that God and church conAs I progressed in my attempts toward balance, I
trolled all events determined that the universe was a
moved higher up the ladder to equilibrium. To help me
experience the idea of equilibrium while juggling the
machine, a giant clock. If everyone and everything does
diverse demands of the ministry, I built a mobile out of
their part, the giant clock will run smoothly, in balance.
The mechanistic mindset was solidified by the unparalcoat hangers. I hung parts of my life on that mobile in an
leled success of the Industrial Age. The resulting rationale
attempt to comprehend it so I could achieve my dream. It
was that because we could build machines that accombrought little success.
plished extraordinary feats, we should apply mechanistic
The ministry work was not an orderly process in
concepts to everything. The organization and operation
extremely poor areas of the South. It was demanding, turbulent, and chaotic-similar to the life of a health care
of our companies, organizations, educational systems,
health care, indeed all human systems and even our perprovider. The suicide of a teenager trumped my personal
sonallives, could all be controlled and run smoothly, just
needs and the way I spent my time. So did the murder of
like machines.
a husband and father, the rape of a young girl, or other
Adding the final touches to those expectations are
family crisis. I strove diligently for balance despite it all.
examples of near superhumans who have reached
On occasion, my efforts resulted in brief periods of calm
grandiose heights-the Martha Stewarts if you will, that
in which I was certain that a measure of progress was
made. But I was never able to sustain it.
small group of people who seem to do it all and have it
all. They seem to exemplify that we too can have it allMoving forward in my life, I became an executive in
happiness, fulfillment, a productive, rewarding, and enjoythe communications industry. It and other industries in
able life-if we simply find the perfect mix.
the mid-1980s were experiencing the transformational
Just because Tiger Woods plays a great game of golf,
impact of the personal computer. The chaos lessons I
Oprah fills a vital niche with her TV show, Einstein conlearned from the ministry proved to be a valuable part of
nected some significant trains of thought, and Meryl
how I ran the company, how we responded to clients'
Streep can play anyone in movie roles doesn't mean a forneeds, and how we survived and thrived when other sea38
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